battle field, and so on ad infinitum. Saturn is malefic
through force of inertia. Its ring, which is only paper-
weight in thickness, according to the savants, is the wed-
ding ring which signifies death or misfortune devoid of
all significance. Saturn, whatever it may be to the astrono-
mer, is the sign of senseless fatality to the man in the
street. He carries it in his heart because his whole life,
devoid of significance as it is, is wrapped up in this ulti-
mate symbol which, if all else fails to do him in, this he
can count upon to finish him off. Saturn is life in suspense,
not dead so much as deathless, i.e. incapable of dying.
Saturn is like dead bone in the ear—double mastoid for
the soul. Saturn is like a roll of wall-paper wrong side out
and smeared with that catarrhal paste which wall-paperers
find so indispensable in their metier. Saturn is avast ag-
glomeration of those evil looking shreds which one hawks
up the morning after he has smoked several packs of
crisp, toasted, coughless, inspiring cigarettes. Saturn is
postponement manifesting itself as an accomplishment in
itself. Saturn is doubt, perplexity, scepticism, facts for
fact's sake and no hokum, no mysticism, understand?
Saturn is the diabolical sweat of learning for its own sake,
the congealed fog of the monomaniac's ceaseless pursuit
of what is always just beyond his nose. Saturn is deli-
ciously melancholic because it knows and recognizes noth-
ing beyond melancholy $ it swims in its own fat. Saturn
is the symbol of all omens and superstitions, the phony
proof of divine entropy, phony because if it were true
that the universe is running down Saturn would have
melted away long ago. Saturn is as eternal as. fear and
irresolution, growing more milky, more doudy} with
each compromise, each capitulation. Timid souls cry for
Safurn just as children are reputed to ay for Castoria,
Saturn gives us only what we ask for, never an ounce
extra. Saturn-is the white hope of the white race which

